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Abstract
This thesis addresses rich rout ing problems within a logist ics cont ext . The first and major
part of the thesis int roduces a new locat ion-rout ing problem , and discusses bot h modeling
and solut ion approaches. The second part addresses t he use of a vehicle rout ing problem in
evaluat ing different support ing policies for elect ric vehicles.
Locat ion-rout ing problems have become one of the most st udied logist ics problems dur ing
t he past decade. Recent surveys on locat ion-rout ing problems have addressed modeling and
algorit hmic issues as well as real-life applicat ions, which include for example city logist ics,
post al and parcel delivery, and grocery dist ribut ion. In the first part of t he thesis, mot ivat ed
by an act ual problem of a nat ional post al service company, we int roduce and define a
new two-echelon locat ion-rout ing problem (2E-LRP ). The act ivit ies in the two echelons are
organized int o two waves: a delivery wave where product s are sent from a single primary
facility to cust omers through intermediate facilit ies, and a pickup wave where the flow
of products is reversed . Each echelon has it s own type of vehicles, and we model t he
synchronizat ion of t ransshipments at the intermediate facilit ies. The model only considers
t emporal const raint s, assuming that capacit ies are never binding; t he vehicles are always
large enough given the const raint s on t ime. T he result ing problem is a t ime-driven 2E-
LRP with synchronizat ion and sequent ial delivery and pickup waves. To the best of our
knowledge, the problem being considered is original because it addresses a new variant of
2E-LRP that considers synchronizat ion of t ransshipments and t he sequence of delivery and
pickup act ivit ies.
l
Because of the complexity of the problem , only small inst ances can be solved opt imally,
and large inst ances cannot even be solved with a feasible solut ion . Therefore, a heur ist ic
approach is needed to t ackle large-size real inst ances. We propose a decomposit ion-based
heur ist ic for the problem and provide comput ational results for different set s of inst ances. In
addit ion to the solut ion approach , we propose dat a-driven schemes for use in combinat ion
with the mathemat ical model. The aim of the schemes is to reduce the set of feasible
solut ions. The comput at ional result s of these schemes are provided for different set s of
inst ances.
The scope of the second part of the thesis is to illust rate how a simple vehicle rout ing
problem could be used to enhance economic evaluat ion procedures of support ing policies
for elect ric vehicles. In some count ries, governments have implemented support ing policies
for the use of elect ric vehicles in urban freight t ransport . Few studies have addressed the
impact s of policies support ing elect ric vehicles on logist ics and society. To cast light on this
topic, we est ablish a framework combining an opt imizat ion model (i.e., a vehicle routing
problem) and economic analysis in order to det ermine the optimal decisions (i.e., purchase
and routing of vehicles) of an individual logist ics company, and the result ing changes in
externalit ies and welfare in response to policies designed to support elect ric vehicles.
Keywords:  two-echelon locat ion-rout ing, synchronizat ion , pickup and delivery waves,
mixed-integer linear programming, electric vehicle, social welfare, urban freight policies,
het erogeneous vehicle rout ing problem
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Chapter l
Introduct ion
Logist ics problems deal wit h st rat egic, t act ical and operat ional decisions wit hin dist ribut ion
syst ems. St rat egic decisions concern long-term issues such as decisions on type, number and
locat ion of facilit ies, as well as decisions on type and size of vehicle fleet . At the t act ical
level, typical decisions are on customer-visit frequencies and order type in a given t ime
horizon. The operat ional level deals wit h dist ribut ion planning act ivit ies including vehicles
and t he drivers' schedules. At t his level, short -t erm and daily decisions such as rout ing of
vehicles are made.
Vehicle rout ing problems (VRPs) have been one of t he most cited logist ic problems in
t he lit erat ure dur ing t he five past decades. The original VRP was int roduced in a paper by
Dant zig and Ramser (1959) and it t ackles t act ical and operat ional level decisions. The VRP
is defined in a dist ribut ion syst em where a given set of cust omers wit h delivery demands
is served from a single facility using a given set of vehicles. The aim of the VRP is oft en
t o minimize t ot al dist ance. In it s st andard form, each cust omer must be visit ed by exact ly
one vehicle and each vehicle performs a single t rip st art ing and ending at a facility. T he
decisions in the VRP are t o assign cust omers to each vehicle and to det ermine the order of
cust omer visit s by each vehicle.
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In dist ribut ion syst ems design , decisions on facility locat ions (e.g., plant s, depots , ware-
houses and hubs) are relevant due t o t heir impact on t ot al dist ribut ion cost s and service
measures. Despit e t he fact t hat such locat ion decisions are oft en st rat egic, it is crucial t o
captur e t heir int eract ions with the operat ion of t he network . T his has mot ivat ed a growing
body of literatur e on locat ion-rout ing problems (LRPs) , which combine locat ion and rout-
ing decisions. In t he st andard LRP, a given set of customers with known delivery demands
is served from a set of pot ent ial facilit ies using a given set of vehicles . An opening cost is
assigned t o each facility. T he aim is t o minimize overall cost s consist ing of both rout ing
and facility opening cost s . T he decisions in t he LRP are t o det ermine t he locat ions of t he
facilit ies, t o assign customers t o each facility and t o det ermine t he vehicles' rout es.
T he combinat ion of different featur es, such as vehicles capacit ies, rout es lengt hs and t ime
windows, has resulted in a variety of LRPs, as recent ly reviewed in survey papers by Nagy
and Salhi (2007) , P rodhon and P rins (2014) and Drexl and Schneider (2015) . Among these,
t he lit eratur e on two-echelon locat ion-rout ing problems (2E-LRPs) and it s variant s is scarce.
T he 2E-LRP is defined in a two-echelon dist ribut ion syst em . In two-echelon dist ribut ion
syst ems, product s are t ransport ed from origins (e.g., suppliers or product ion plant s) t o
dest inat ions (e.g. , customers or ret ailers) , t hrough int ermediat e facilit ies (e.g., depot s, cross-
docks or dist ribut ion cent ers) where different operat ions such as st orage, consolidat ion or
t ransshipment occur. In 2E-LRPs, two echelons int eract t hrough int ermediat e facilit ies ,
where t he first echelon consist s of primary and int ermediat e facilit ies, and t he second echelon
consist s of t he intermediat e facilit ies and customers . Each echelon has it s own type of
vehicles. T he aim is t o decide on locat ion of cent ral or int ermediate facilit ies ( or bot h) , in
addit ion t o rout ing within each echelon . T he main quest ion t hat arises in a two-echelon
dist ribut ion syst em is how to synchronize t he flows of two echelons at int ermediat e facilit ies.
T he synchronizat ion is import ant due t o st orage limit at ion at t he int ermediat e facilit ies and
t ime windows for visit ing t he customers . In it s st andard form , t he 2E-LRP assumes t hat
customers only require deliveries. However , in pract ice, customers oft en need bot h pickup
11
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and delivery. This may be the case in many real-life applicat ions such as city logist ics and
post al and parcel delivery.
This thesis addresses rich vehicle rout ing problems within a logist ics context . The term
rich vehicle routing  is associated with problems that incorporate some or all complex at-
t ributes ofr eal-life applicat ions. Some examples for such at t ributes are t emporal const raint s,
sequence of dist ribut ion act ivit ies, fleet het erogeneity, diversity of policies, and environmen-
t al issues (Caceres-Cruz et al. , 2015). Survey papers on rich vehicle rout ing problems are
provided by Drexl (2012); Lahyani et al. (2015); Caceres-Cruz et al. (2015), and interested
readers may refer to these papers
The first and bulk part of the thesis int roduces a new locat ion-rout ing problem and
discusses both modeling and solut ion approaches. Mot ivated by an actual problem of the
post al service company in Norway, we int roduce a new 2E-LRP. Th e act ivit ies are organized
in two waves: a delivery wave, where products are t ransported from a single primary facility
to intermediate facilit ies and from intermediate facilit ies to customers , and a pickup wave,
where the flow of product s is reverse. The customers in each wave are served within individ-
ual t ime windows and the synchronizat ion of t ransshipments at the intermediate facilit ies
is respect ed . T he decisions in the problem is to determine the locat ions of intermediate
facilit ies and the vehicle routes at each echelon . We consider only t ime-related quest ions.
This is typical for some post al and parcel delivery systems where the delivery and pickup
of products outside densely populated areas are uniquely governed by t ime: when product s
are available at the primary facility, driving t imes to intermediate facilit ies, synchroniza-
t ion of vehicles at these facilit ies, and the delivery t ime to customers . And then the same
sequence in the afternoon , ending with the latest arrival t ime of product s at the primary
facilit y. Wi thin this framework, all vehicles are assumed to be large enough. Although
this is not always t rue, it is most of the t ime. The result ing problem is a t ime-driven 2E-
LRP with synchronizat ion and sequential delivery and pickup waves. Most papers studying
2E-LRPs ignore the synchronizat ion of t ransshipments at the intermediate facilit ies (Drexl
12
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and Schneider, 2015) . To the best of our knowledge, t ime windows and synchronization
have not been studied together in the lit erature on 2E-LRP and , in fact , a survey paper on
two-echelon rout ing problems by Cuda et al. (2015) highlight s these aspect s as worthwhile
to invest igat e. We provide a mixed-integer linear programming (MI LP ) formulat ion for the
problem that we int roduce.
Nagy and Salhi (2007) classifi ed LRPs in t erms of four key aspect s; st ructure (i.e., st an-
dard hierarchical or non-st andard hierarchical) , type of input dat a (i.e., det erminist ic or
stochast ic) , planning period (i.e. , single- or mult i-period), and solut ion methods (i.e., exact
or heuristic). In standard hierarchical LRPs, facilit ies serve customers that are connected to
the facilit ies by means of vehicle tours and no tour connect s facilit ies. The main difference
between st andard and non-st andard hierarchical LRPs is the incorporat ion of tour planning
in different layers (i.e., echelons) . Some example of non-st andard LRPs are transportation-
location proble m (e.g., Cooper (1972); Klibi et al. (2010)) wh ere the tour planning is not
involved , m any-to-m any location-routing problem (e.g., Nagy and Salhi (1998); Wasner and
Zäpfel (2004)) wh ere tour planning is involved in both inter-facilit ies rout ing and between
customers and facilit ies rout ing, vehicle routing-allocation problem (e.g., Beasley and Nasci-
mento (1996)) where inter-facilit ies tour planning is involved but tour planning between
customers and facilit ies is excluded , and m ulti-level location-routing problem that may in-
clude tour-planning within each layer. Based on the classificat ion of LRPs provided by Nagy
and Salhi (2007), the problem that we int roduce in the thesis is categorized as determ inistic
single-period non-standard hierarchical LR.P.
The 2E-LRP and it s variant s are very hard opt imizat ion problems and seldom invest i-
gated (Prodhon and Prins, 2014) . Due to the complexity of the problem, only very small
2E-LRP inst ances can be solved using exact approaches. Therefore, heur ist ics are required
to obt ain appropriate solutions in accept able running t imes on the large inst ances that can
be found in pract ical applicat ions. In this thesis, we propose a decomposition-based heuristic
for the t ime-driven 2E-LRP with synchronizat ion and sequent ial delivery and pickup waves.
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The decomposit ion-based heur ist ic decomposes the problem into three phases: l ) choosing
the facility configurat ion, 2) assigning the customers to the chosen facilit ies and 3) solvi ng
the rout ing sub-problem . We perfo rm numerical experiments to check the performance of
the decomposit ion-based heur ist ic in t erms of the solut ion quality and comput at ional t ime
for different sets of inst ances. We compare the effect of the first phase of the proposed
approach on the solution quality to the common approach used in the lit erature for facility
configur at ion .
Besides the solut ion approach , we propose different schemes that work in combinat ion
with the MILP formulation . The aim of the schemes is to reduce the feasible solut ion space
by removing routes that are unlikely to be part of high quality solut ions. T hrough numerical
experiments, we check the effect of schemes on reducing the set of feasible solut ions for
different sets of inst ances.
Logist ics problems (e.g., vehicle rout ing problems, locat ion-rout ing problems) usually
focus on distribut ion cost minimizat ion (e.g., facility opening cost s, rout ing cost s) . In-
corporat ing sust ainability issues in logist ics problems poses the challenging field of green
logistics, which has received considerable at t ent ion from researchers in recent decades (Lin
et al., 2014). Green logist ics concern environment al, ecological and social issues as well as
other convent ional economic cost s within distribut ion systems. The aim of green logist ics is
to obt ain a sust ainable dist ribut ion system by considering environment ally sensit ive t rans-
portat ion policies. Such policies encour age companies to use green vehicles (i.e., vehicles
with less negat ive environmental effect s) such as elect ric vehicles (EV) for transport at ion
needs.
Cont rary to the first part of the thesis where we address different aspects of an actual
problem through an opt imizat ion model, in the second part of the thesis, we do not aim to
int roduce a new routing problem but the scope is to illustrate how a simple vehicle routing
problem could be used to enhance economic evaluat ion procedures of support ing policies for
elect ric vehicles. Despit e growing research interest in urban freight t ransport , there have
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been few studies addressing the impacts of EV-support ing policies on logist ics and society.
As a cont ribut ion to cover the gap , we est ablish a framework that combines an opt imizat ion
model (i.e., a vehicle rout ing problem) and economic analysis to evaluate the impact s of
EV-support ing policies on an individual company's logist ics decisions (i.e., vehicle rout ing
and purchase) and corresponding changes in externality and welfare.
In the reminder of this chapter , we explain the actual problem that mot ivated us to
int roduce the new 2E-LRP, we review the lit erature related to the new problem and outline
the cont ributions of the thesis before present ing an overview of the dissert at ion .
1.1 Mot ivat ion
Our main mot ivat ion comes from an actual problem arising in  Posten Norge,  the nat ional
post al service company in Norway. This company provides mail and package delivery ser-
vices via two main brands:  Posten  and  Bring.  Posten focuses on serving post offices and
small post centers located in select ed local supermarket s, while Bring focuses on business
customers such as private companies and organizat ions in the Nordic area. A major concern
for all post al service companies is to provide customers with on-t ime services while using
resources efficient ly. The most not able obst acle in Norway is the geographical locat ion
of customers . Norway is a relat ively long count ry, with an int ricate geography including
more than 25,000 km of coast line and a number of small towns in urban and rural regions.
Providing coverage across the whole count ry poses a challenge to post al service companies.
The main facilit ies for a post al service company are t erminals. Posten Norge has ninet een
terminals spread around Norway, as shown in Figure 1.1. Each customer is assigned to a
unique terminal. A terminal is a place where goods, previously picked up from customers ,
are sorted before being delivered to the final customers . All goods must pass through a
terminal for dat a captur ing purposes.
Customers located close to a t erminal are served direct ly from the terminal. For cus-
15
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tomers farther away (i.e., typically located in rural areas), it is inefficient to serve them
direct ly from the terminal. It would be too expensive to use small vehicles as the number of
necessary vehicles would be very large due to t ime windows of visit ing customers and limited
speed of vehicles. Large vehicles, on the other hand , would have limit at ions in rural areas
due to features such as narrowness or st eepness of roads, as well as the distances between
customers ; a full large vehicle would t ake far too long to deliver all it s goods within the t ime
windows. One reasonable solut ion to this problem is to est ablish reloading point s between
the terminal and customers . These point s serve as locat ions where goods are unloaded
from large vehicles, coming from the terminal and reloaded onto small vehicles, depart ing
to customers . Posten Norge is cur rent ly looking for the opt imal locat ion of reloading point s
(RPs) associated to each of it s t erminals. Figure 1.2 illust rates the geographical dist ribut ion
of customers and potent ial sites of RPs for a specific t erminal. The square represents the
terminal, the t riangles are the potent ial sites for reloading point s, and the grey dots are
customers .
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1.2 Lit erature rev iew
T he lit eratur e on two-echelon rout ing problems can be split in two classes: t he 2E-LRP and
two-echelon vehicle rout ing problems (2E-VRP ) . Int erest ed readers are referred t o recent
sur veys (Drexl and Schneider , 2015; P rodhon and P rins, 2014; Cuda et al., 2015) . In a
2E-VRP, t he set of primary and int ermediat e facilit ies is given (i.e., t here is no decision on
the locat ion of facilit ies) and t he aim is t o decide on vehicles rout es in bot h echelons.
Bot h 2E-LRP and 2E-VRP can be applied t o many real-life problems such as city logist ics
and post al and parcel delivery. In t he lit eratur e, city logist ics is probably t he most cit ed
applicat ion . Here we examine t he relevant literatur e on two-echelon rout ing problems, in
the context of post al service design and city logist ics and we focus on papers t hat specifically
consider what is import ant t o us; temporal considerat ions, such as synchronizat ion , t ime
windows, and sequencing of deliveries and pickups.
A small body of lit eratur e addresses t he applicat ion of LRPs on parcel delivery. Among
these, t he papers by Bruns et al. (2000) ; Wasner and Zäpfel (2004) ; Winkenbach et al.
(2015, 2016) are worth ment ioning. Bruns et al. (2000) investig ated t he problem of post al
service networks. In t heir problem , t he dist ribut ion network consist s of t hree echelons and
four levels. T he first level consist s of post offices. T he second and t he t hird levels consist
of parcel processing cent ers and delivery bases, respect ively. T he fourth level consists of
customers with delivery demands. T he parcels are delivered from post offices t o parcel
processing cent ers and t hen t o delivery bases , and from the delivery bases t o customers .
Although t he original problem is a mult i-echelon LRP, it is convert ed t o an LRP by fixing the
locat ions of t he parcel processing cent ers and allocat ing delivery bases t o parcel processing
cent ers . T he customers are part it ioned into different zones, and t he rout ing cost s for each
zone are approximated . In t his manner , t he LRP is reduced t o a facility locat ion problem ,
where t he aim is t o decide on t he locat ion of t he delivery bases and allocat ion of customer
zones to delivery bases. Wasner and Zäpfel (2004) st udied a problem posed by a parcel
delivery service provider in Aust ria . In t heir problem , the customers have both delivery
18
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and pickup demands. The pickup and delivery flows of product s between customers must
pass through hubs. A cent ral hub with known locat ion is given , and all other hubs are
connected to each other through the cent ral hub . The problem is considered as a hub-
locat ion vehicle rout ing problem, where the aim is to decide on the locat ion of the hubs
excluding the cent ral hub as well as the inter-hub and hub-to-customer rout ing. T he main
difference between hub-location routing problems and LRPs is that in the former , besides
the interact ions between hub facilit ies and customers , the interact ions (i.e., flow) between
the hubs themselves is considered (Aykin, 1995), while this is not the case for the lat t er. In
a recent paper, Winkenbach et al. (2015) developed an opt imizat ion model for the national
post al operator in France. The opt imizat ion model enables decision makers to est ablish
single-echelon or two-echelon ( or both) systems in order to serve customers demanding
different types of products. The aim of the opt imizat ion model is to ident ify the opt imal
number and locat ions of facilit ies at each echelon , the opt imal sizes and shapes of areas
assigned to each facility, and the optimal fleet size. The minimal routing cost s of the
vehicles are approximated with regards to different const raint s involving the vehicle capacity
and maximum route length . The approximat ion formula is used in the proposed MILP
formulat ion for the 2E-LRP . Th ey tested the validity of the approximat ion formula and
observed high-quality solut ions within a reasonable t ime for large-scale inst ances.
Regarding the t emporal aspect s in 2E-LRP, there are few papers in the lit erature.
Nikbakhsh and Zegordi (2010) considered a 2E-LRP where soft t ime windows are applied
to serving customers with a penalty for violat ion . The aim of the problem is to decide the
locat ion of intermediate facilit ies as well as rout ing of vehicles in both echelons. The syn-
chronizat ion of t ransshipments at intermediate facilit ies is not considered . They proposed a
three-index MILP formulat ion while showing how to compute a lower bound for t he problem
and provided a two-st age heur ist ic.
A few papers in the lit erature address the applicat ion of two-echelon rout ing (e.g., 2E-
VRP, 2E-LRP) in city logistics (e.g., Crainic et al. (2011) and Perboli et al. (2011)) . In
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two-echelon (also known as two-tiered) city logist ic problems, the first echelon involves pri-
mary vehicles with larger capacit ies delivering products from primary facilit ies located on
the outskirts of the city to intermediate facilit ies where products are t ransferred to sec-
ondary vehicles with smaller capacit ies performing the intermediate facilit ies-to-customers
delivery routes. In the context of city logist ics, different variant s such as synchronizat ion
of transshipment at intermediate facilit ies, and t ime windows, can be adapted . Crainic
et al. (2009) int roduced a new problem class within two-echelon city logist ics problems that
consider vehicle departure scheduling, st rict t ime synchronizat ion of t ransshipment at inter-
mediate facilit ies, and the t ime windows of customers . The problem concerns the select ion of
routes and scheduling of departures for the vehicles in each echelon , as well as the select ion
of delivery routes for the customer demands from the primary facilit ies through interme-
diate facilit ies to the final customer. They provided a general mathemat ical formulat ion
for the problem. Crainic et al. (2012) discussed methodological and managerial challenges
related to the integrat ion of different types of t raffic strategies within the two-echelon city
logist ics problem. They considered three types of t raffic st rategies: customer-to-customer
(c2c) , customer-to-external zone (c2e) , and external zone-to-customer (e2c) . The c2c st rat-
egy concerns the traffic of vehicles between customers inside city limit . The c2e st rategy
incorporates t raffic of vehicles from customers inside the city limit to zones outside the city
limit . The e2c st rategy deals with t raffic of vehicles from zones outside the city limit to
customers inside. Customers can have both delivery and pickup demands, and this makes
the integrat ion of different st rategies complex . In order to avoid interlacing the pickup
and delivery operat ions, they int roduced a simple strategy, called pseudo-backhaul, where
a route must be completed before the next route st art s. Following the concepts related
to integration of three types of t raffic st rategies (Crainic et al ., 2012), Crainic et al. (2016)
formally int roduced and defined the new variant of 2E-VRP, where they considered different
variants such as mult iple routes of vehicles, synchronizat ion of t ransshipment at facilit ies,
sequences of delivery and pickup operat ions, and t ime dependency of t ravel. Vehicles per-
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form mult iple routes; each route consist s of a sequence of visit s at facilit ies and customers
at given t ime moments. The mult iple routes of each vehicle follow the pseudo-backhaul
st rategy. The routes serving the c2c request s follow the last-in-first-out rule, and the st rict
t ime synchronizat ion at facilit ies is considered .
Regarding the sequence of delivery and pickup act ivit ies, Parragh et al. (2008) classifi ed
the vehicle rout ing problems into two main classes. The first class is denoted as vehicle
rout ing problems with backhauls, where delivery customers are served in the linehaul and
pickup customers are served in the backhaul. The significance of this problem comes from
using the free capacity in vehicles when returning (backhaul) to the facilit ies. Two main
variants of vehicle rout ing with backhauls are  vehicle routing with clustered backhaul,  where
all linehauls are before backhauls, and  vehicle routing with mixed linehauls and backhauls ,
where any sequence of linehauls and backhauls is permit ted . The second class deals with
t ransport at ion of product s between delivery and pickup locat ions and is denoted as pickup
and delivery vehicle rout ing problems. The pseudo-backhaul st rategy considered by Crainic
et al. (2016) is different from the problem considered in this thesis with respect to the
sequence of delivery and pickup act ivit ies. In the former , although the mult iple routes of
the vehicles follow the pseudo-backhaul st rategy, t he last-in-first-out rule applied to visit ing
c2c request s may cause a route performing such request s consist of a sequence of visit s at
delivery and pickup customers that does not follow the rules in the vehicle routing problem
with backhaul. The pickup and delivery waves in the problem considered in this thesis
are similar to linehauls and backhauls in vehicle rout ing problems with clustered backhauls
(Goetschalckx and J acobs-Blecha, 1989), where all deliveries must be made before the pick-
ups as dict ated by our mot ivat ion example.
Regarding the related lit erature, the problem that we consider is original since it ad-
dresses a new variant of 2E-LRP that incorporates synchronizat ion of t ransshipment and
sequence of delivery and pickup act ivit ies.
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heuristic.  Chapter 5 proposes three schemes in order to reduce the set of feasible solutions,
and checks to what extent the schemes help with finding bet ter solut ions in less t ime for
the set s of inst ances provided in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 extends the problem discussed in
Chapter 2 to incorporate the vehicles capacity, mult iple t rips for vehicles, and locat ion
decisions on terminals. Chapter 7 provides a framework combining an opt imizat ion model
and economic analysis for evaluat ing the effect of EV-support ing policy changes on resulted
welfare. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, and discusses possible future research direct ions.
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Chapter 2
The model
Mot ivat ed by t he actual problem discussed in Chapt er l , here we int roduce and define
a new two-echelon locat ion-rout ing problem (2E-LRP). The problem is defined wit hin a
two-echelon dist ribut ion syst em, where t he first echelon comprises a single t erminal as t he
primary facility and reloading point s (RP s) as int ermediat e facilit ies, and t he second ech-
elon consist s of RPs and customers. There are two waves: delivery, where product s are
t ransported from the t erminal to RPs and from RPs to customers; and pickup , where t he
flow of product s is reversed . The customers in each wave are served wit hin individual t ime
windows, and t he synchronizat ion of t ransshipments at t he RPs is respect ed .
Locat ion-rout ing problems are normally const rained by t ime and capacity. We consider
only t ime-relat ed quest ions. This is typical for some post al and parcel delivery systems where
t he delivery and pickup of product s outside densely populated areas are uniquely governed
by t ime: when products are available at t he t erminal, driving t imes t o intermediate facilit ies,
synchronizat ion of vehicles at these facilit ies, and the delivery t ime t o cust omers. And t hen
t he same sequence in t he afternoon, ending wit h the lat est arrival t ime of product s at t he
t erminal. Wit hin t his framework, all vehicles are assumed to be large enough. Although
t his is not always t rue, it is most of the t ime. T his means t hat one (large) vehicle is enough
t o deliver products to the int ermediat e facilit ies. However , because of t he driving t ime, t he
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arrival at RPs leaves very lit t le t ime for deliveries in the second echelon . Thus, there is
a t radeoff between t ime spent in this echelon and the number of vehicles. For delivery to
customers , the available t ime is limit ed , and the number of deliveries (and later pickups)
that can be made imply that vehicles are never full. This also means that each vehicle
in this second echelon makes only one tour because there is no reason to go back to the
intermediate facilit ies. T his could be a pure delivery tour , pure pickup tour , or as is the case
most of the t ime, a combined tour where pickups follow deliveries. This is what  time-driven
means: the problem is only governed by t ime, not volume and capacity.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sect ion 2.1 describ es the t ime-driven 2E-
LRP with synchronizat ion and sequential delivery and pickup waves. Sect ion 2.2 present s
a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP ) formulati on for the problem.
2.1 P roblem descript ion
We  consider a two-echelon dist ribut ion system consist ing of three levels. T he first level
contains a single t erminal. The second level consist s of RPs as intermediate facilit ies, while
the third level consist s of customers . The first echelon comprises the t erminal and RPs, and
the second echelon comprises the RPs and customers . T he following not at ion is used .
We  assume a single  product ;  this is typically post al packages. The  terminal  is the primary
facility; it is generally located in an urban area and is a place where product s previously
picked up from customers are sorted before being delivered to customers . The product s must
pass through the terminal for dat a captur ing purposes.  Primary vehicles  are large vehicles
that t ransport products within the first echelon .  Secondary vehicles  are smaller vehicles
that t ransport products within the second echelon .  RPs  are intermediate facilit ies that are
meet ing point s for primary and secondary vehicles so that they can t ransfer products. T he
products can be stored in RPs for short periods to be t ransferred between primary and
secondary vehicles. No other operat ions, such as long-term storage or any other processes
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that may change the shape and form of products, t ake place at the RPs. Custom ers are
the final dest inat ions within the dist ribut ion system . For post al systems, these are typically
post offices, post in stores, companies, or individuals.
Here, we only consider customers located far away from the terminal; this is typical in
rural areas. Customers that live close to the t erminal, which is typical for more densely
populated areas, are served direct ly from the terminal and are therefore not covered by the
two-echelon model.
It is inefficient to serve these rural customers direct ly from the terminal. It is too
expensive to use secondary vehicles because the necessary number of vehicles is very large;
a large number of small vehicles will need to t ravel a long way, and they will not be full even
though they are small because they would have very limited t ime for the actual delivery.
On the other hand , primary vehicles would encounter limit at ions in rural areas such as
narrow or st eep roads as well as the dist ances between customers . A full primary vehicle
will t ake far too long to deliver all of it s product s. Hence, it is beneficial to est ablish RPs as
locat ions where product s are unloaded from primary vehicles coming from the terminal and
reloaded onto secondary vehicles depart ing to customers . In this manner , primary vehicles
can efficient ly t ransport large volumes from the terminal to the RPs, and secondary vehicles
can efficient ly handle smaller volumes of products in rural areas, which generally include
narrow or st eep roads. Organizing these different vehicles in two echelons may also be an
environment ally friendly solut ion , as pointed out by Mancini (2013).
The customers are served in two waves: delivery and pickup . In the delivery wave,
products are sent from the terminal to RPs by primary vehicles and from RPs to customers
by secondary vehicles. In the pickup wave, products collected from customers are sent to
RPs by secondary vehicles and then from RPs to the t erminal by primary vehicles. We
model the switch from delivery to pickup by let t ing a secondary vehicle pass from a delivery
customer to a pickup customer once at most ; the reverse is never allowed . Time windows for
visit ing the customers in each wave are also given . These can be used in two different ways.
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First , they can be used to ensure that not only does each vehicle perform deliveries before
pickups but also that  all  deliveries t ake place before any pickup . Second , t ime windows
can nat urally also be used to express that cert ain customers must be served within specific
customer-defined t ime windows.
• Customer in delivery wave  
Terminal
0 Customer in pickup wave A Reloading point
Route in delivery wave .-A Primary vehicle
-
- - - - Route in pickup wave e Secondary vehicle
Figure 2.1: Illust rat ion of the first and second echelons
Figure 2.1 illust rates an example of the two echelons. The square represents the terminal,
and the t riangles are the RPs. The routes in the delivery wave are illust rat ed with solid
lines, while the routes in the pickup wave are illust rat ed with dashed lines. The black circles
represent customers in the delivery wave, and the white circles are customers in the pickup
wave. P rimary and secondary vehicles make tours within their echelons. Each secondary
vehicle is associated with a single RP. As illust rated in Figure 2.1, a secondary vehicle may
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Chapter 3
The solut ion approach
The two-echelon locat ion-rout ing problem (2E-LRP ) is a difficult opt imizat ion problem
because it combines two non-det erminist ic polynomial-t ime (NP) hard problems: facility
locat ion and vehicle rout ing. At t acking such a hard problem head on is not feasible when
t he inst ances reach a cert ain size. In fact , the result s obt ained wit h commercial solvers
show t hat only small inst ances are solved opt imally, and large inst ances are not even solved
with a feasible solut ion. Therefore, a heur ist ic approach is required to t ackle large-size
real inst ances. In this chapter , we propose a  decomposition-based heuristic  for t he t ime-
driven 2E-LRP wit h synchronizat ion and sequent ial delivery and pickup waves. T he solut ion
approach decomposes the original problem into three main phases: choosing t he int ermediat e
facility configur at ion , assigning customers to t he int ermediat e facilit ies, and solving t he
rout ing sub-problem.
In solut ion approaches for LRPs, the choice of facility configurat ion has a considerable
effect on t he solut ion quality because it changes the vehicle rout es and dist ribut ion cost s.
Choosing t he facility configurat ion becomes more technically challenging when there are a
large number of potent ial sit es for facilit ies and the facility opening cost s are considerably
lower t han t he rout ing cost s. In heur ist ics for LRP s, a common approach is to st art with
an init ial facility configurat ion that is chosen either randomly or based on a crit erion ( e.g.,
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generate a pool of feasible routes for the second echelon and solve the rout ing sub-problem
at the second echelon using a set-part it ioning model. The aim of the set-part it ioning model
is to minimize the rout ing and fixed usage cost s of vehicles at the second echelon . The
set-part it ioning model provides the best routes from the pool of feasible routes and the
corresponding rout ing and vehicle fixed cost s.  We  define  sub-iteration  in the algorit hm as
the number of it erat ions that the pool of feasible routes for the second echelon is updated .
In each sub-iterat ion , the pool of feasible routes is updated by the generat ion of new routes
using neighborhood search and the set-part it ioning model is solved . This is it erated for a
given number of sub-it erations and we save the solut ion with the lowest value for routing
and fixed usage cost s at the second echelon . In the next main it erat ion , we choose another
RP configur at ion in the RP plan and follow the second and third phases of the algorithm .
The algorithm stops after all RP configur at ions in the RP plan are examined and the best
found solut ion (i.e. , the one that provides the lowest value for sum of RP opening cost s,
rout ing cost s, and fixed vehicle cost s) is saved .
The third phase of the decomposit ion-based heur ist ic is similar to a column generat ion
approach . In the st andard column generation approach (Desaulniers et al ., 2006; Lubbecke
and Desrosiers, 2005), the routes (i.e., columns) are generated via a sub-problem (e.g.,
shortest path problem, knapsack problem). Then, the generated routes are given to the
master problem (i.e., set-part it ioning formulation) in order to find the best routes. This
procedure is it erated unt il a stop crit erion is met . Column generat ion approaches for the
LRP have been used in previous lit erature. Among them, the papers by Akca et al. (2009)
and Cont ardo et al.(2013) are worth ment ioning. Cont ardo et al. (2013) formu lated the
LRP as a set-part it ioning problem and int roduced inequalit ies in order to st rengthen the
relaxed linear program. T he problem is solved by column generat ion , where the master
problem is a set-part it ioning formulat ion and the sub-problem is a capacit ated shortest
path problem. However , both approaches proposed by Akca et al.(2009) and Cont ardo
et al. (2013) cannot solve large inst ances in a reasonable amount of computat ional t ime.
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CHAPT ER 3. T HE SOLUTION APPROACH
Generate the initial pool of
feasible routes for the second
echelon and set K = 'K#t u tat
Solve the set-partitioning model and obtain F/ (l<)
Stop!
s ave K' and F?(CK' )
Yes
Generate routes using neighborhood search, add
the routes to K
and solve the set partitioning model
No
Set K = K r r ent
Figure 3.1: Steps of neighborhood search on the pool of feasible routes in the second echelon
N eighborhood search on pool of routes in t he second echelon
We consider four neighborhoods:  inter-route interchange, inter-route shuffle, nearest inser-
tion  and  two-point crossover.  The inter-route interchange and inter-route shuffle neighbor-
hoods are used for intensificat ion of the search space. The nearest insert ion and two-point
crossover neighborhoods are used for diversificat ion of the search space.
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CHAPT ER 3. T HE SOLUTION APPROACH
Phase l : Choosing RP configuration from RP plan P
Phase 2: Customers' assignment for the given RP configuration
Phase 3: Solving routing sub-problem
Generating the feasible solut ion S for the first echelon :
Back and forth , nearest neighbor solution
Generating pool of feasible routes K for the second echelon
Solve set-partitioning model and obtain F/ ('K)
Save the best routes  k  e K' from model and  Fi  (1<*)
After LS2 sub iterations save the best solutions k e K ,
• es • - s a + }
rEp
No
Save S*, 1<*, RP*
- - %s + a + }
rEp*
Stop! check [P' /RP
configurations and save the
corresponding F,,
Set i = i + l and go to phase  l
Figure 3.2: Steps of the decomposit ion-based heur ist ic
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CHAPT ER 4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT S
4 .1 Set s of instances
We consider four different set s of inst ances: Sil , SI2, SI3, and SI4. The first set of inst ances
(Sil ) is generat ed based on the act ual dat a of Posten Norge. The difference between Sil
and the other three sets of inst ances is in the t raveling t ime. For Sil , the t raveling t imes
are obt ained from real dat a ; for SI2, SI3, and SI4, the t raveling t imes are proport ional to
the corresponding Euclidean dist ances.
In addit ion, the four set s of inst ances differ regarding the customer locat ion dist ribut ion.
For Sil , there is no specific pat tern for the customer locat ion dist ribut ion because the
inst ances are randomly chosen among a large set of customers in a real dat aset . In each set
of inst ances SI2, SI3, and SI4, the customer locat ion dist ribut ion has a specific pat tern.
For Sil , seven different sizes are considered from 15 to 50. For SI2, SI3, and SI4, seven
different sizes are considered from 15 to 70. For each size, four inst ances are considered:  a,
b,  c, and  d.  T he characterist ics of the four set s of inst ances are provided in the appendix
at the end of this chapter .
In the second set of inst ances (SI2), the t erminal is located at the center of the plane,
and the customers are located in different clusters far from the terminal. Figure 4.1 shows
an example of a feasible solut ion for SI2.
 Tenn inal
h Potenti al RP
O Customers in picku p wave
Customers in delivery wave
Figure 4.1: Feasible solut ion for SI2
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In the third set of inst ances (S13), thet erminal is located at the center of the plane, and
the customers are located uniformly around the terminal. Figure 4.2 shows an example of
a feasible solut ion for SI3. Note that there are no customers in a circle around the depot .
This is because the customers in this area are served direct ly from the depot and not via
an RP.
o------ ---
'Q,,: .
4
__ ()
d. ,__
.o
 Teim ina!
..&_ PotentialRP
O Custome rs in pickup wave
• Custom ers in delivery wave
Figure 4.2: Feasible solut ion for SI3
In the fourth set of instances (SI4), the t erminal is located in the corner of the plane,
and the customers are located uniformly around the terminal. Again, however , a quarter of
a circle close to the depot is excluded . Figure 4.3 shows an example of a feasible solut ion
for SI4.
--------------------0-
o. ---?
' , ,_ \
--\
6 -- --
Teri «al
..&_ PotentialRP
O Customers in pickup wave
• Customers in delivery wave
Figure 4.3: Feasible solut ion for SI4
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If no admissible move using close plant is found or the RP configurat ion consist s of one RP,
switch plant is explored . The open plant neighborhood is only explored when no admissible
move is found with the other two neighborhoods. The maximum number of main iterat ions
of the algorithm was set as the stopping condit ion.
Phase 1: Start with RP configuration with the lowest SP
Phase 2: Customers' assignment for the given RP configuration
Phase 3: Solving routing sub-problem
Generating the feasible solution S for the first echelon :
Back and forth, nearest neighbor solution
Generating pool of feasible routes 'K for the second echelon
hs
Solve set-partitioning model and obtain F/ (1{)
Save the best routes k E 1{' from model and F/ (1{')
After LS sub iterations save the best solutions k e K,
•es. -= s + c o + )
r p
Change RP configuration using
close, switch and open facility
neighborhoods and go to phase 2
Yes
Save S' , K' , RP
- rs+ a + }
r ep
Figure 4.7: Steps of the modified decomposit ion-based heur ist ic
We considered thirty inst ances from Sil , SI2, SI3, and SI4. The inst ances were chosen
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CHAPT ER 5. SCHEMES FOR T HE MODEL
It is worth reflect ing on what we are doing. Assume for argument 's sake that the problem
is solved with a Benders-like algorit hm and consider the use of opt imality cut s. Such cuts
remove feasible point s that cannot be opt imal. This is cont rary to feasibility cuts (as well
as faces, facet s, and valid inequalit ies in discret e opt imizat ion) , which only cut away point s
that are not feasible. In this chapter , we generate (explicit ly or implicit ly) inequalit ies that
behave like opt imality cut s; t hey dist inct ly cut away feasible point s, but cont rary to proper
opt imality cut s, they may also cut away the opt imal solut ion . Hence, they can be seen as
approximate ( or heur ist ic) optimality cut s.
In addit ion , note that the schemes can be seen as a way to approximate the rout ing cost .
The difference between the proposed schemes and most routing approximat ion formulas in
the lit erature is that , in the lat t er , the rout ing cost s are approximated based on Euclidean
dist ances, while this is not t rue for the former. In the next sect ion , we show the extent to
which the schemes help with finding bet ter solut ions in a given amount of t ime or reducing
the t ime to obt ain a certain quality compared to not using the schemes. Because of the
dat a-driven nature of schemes, infeasible solut ions for the inst ances may be found. We
perform numerical experiments to check the validity of the schemes in t erms of finding
feasible solut ions given the best-known solut ions for different set s of inst ances.
Note that even if the opt imal solut ion is cut away, this is of minor import ance if we
can get bet ter solut ions than without the schemes, since opt imal solutions are generally
not available for larger inst ances. So apart from very small inst ances, we cannot check if
the opt imal solution is actually cut away. We can only check if the schemes lead to bet ter
solut ions.
Finally, note that , although the presented model det ermines both RP locat ions and
vehicle routes, only the first is of real interest . Hence, we shall not be too worried if the
schemes change the opt imal rout ing if they do not change the opt imal RPs.
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Chapter 6
Extension
In t his chapter , we generalize the problem described in Chapter 2 by considering t he capacity
of vehicles, mult iple t rips for vehicles, and decision on t erminal locat ions.
A large body ofl it erature on locat ion-rout ing problems (LRPs) has addressed the capac-
ity of vehicles (e.g., Barreto et al. (2007); Lopes et al. (2008) ; Gendron and Se met (2009)).
Note t hat , by incorporat ing the vehicle capacity and t ime considerat ions, allowing vehicles
t o make mult iple t rips can be useful. For inst ance, consider the case where t he vehicle ca-
pacity is small compared to customer demands and the t ime windows for visit ing cust omers
are rather loose. In such a case, a vehicle can visit cust omers over mult iple t rips where it
pays a fixed cost for only the first t rip , while t he single-t rip assumpt ion for vehicles t rivially
leads t o ext ra fixed cost s.
Few papers in t he lit erature on two-echelon locat ion-rout ing proble ms (2E-LRP s) have
addressed t he subject of mult iple primary facilit ies and decisions on their locat ions ( e.g.,
Crainic et al. (2009) and Sterle (2009)). Decisions on the locat ions of primary facilit ies
(e.g., plat forms, t erminals) are relevant , as highlight ed by Cuda et al. (2015). In t his
chapter , we consider mult iple t erminals and decisions on their locat ions. In our mot ivat ion
problem, there are some areas where t he dist ribut ion of cust omers between two terminals is
ambiguous, and t he cust omer assignment t o each t erminal is not t rivial. In such areas, t he
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main decision is to assign customers to each terminal in order to reduce the tot al dist ribut ion
cost s. Within the mult i-t erminal set t ing, t erminals may interact as follows: deliveries are
t ransported from a terminal to a reloading point (RP), and the collected pickups from the
same RP are t ransported to another t erminal. Such interact ion may occur when the fixed
usage cost s of the primary vehicles are high . T his may increase the rout ing cost s at both
echelons but provides an efficient use of primary vehicle capacity.
6 .1 P roblem descript ion
In this sect ion , we only describe the changes to the original problem sett ings provided
in Sect ion 2.1 for the extended problem . The first level consist s of t erminals as primary
facilit ies. The second level consists of RPs as intermediate facilit ies. The third level consist s
of customers . Figure 6.1 illust rates the two echelons, including mult iple terminals. Both
terminals and RPs are assumed to be uncapacit at ed . An opening cost is associated with
each terminal and each RP. The capacity of primary vehicles is higher than that of secondary
vehicles.
Each type of vehicle can perform mult iple trips at each echelon . Each primary vehicle
st art s it s first t rip from a terminal and comes back to the same terminal after it s last
t rip because they should be available at each terminal for the next day 's act ivit ies. Each
secondary vehicle st art s it s t rip from an RP and returns to the same RP.
The demand of customers and t ravel t imes are assumed to be det erminist ic and known.
The capacity of a secondary vehicle is assumed to be greater than the demand of each cus-
tomer. Split t ing orders is not allowed . The goal is to find the opt imal locat ions of t erminals
and RPs among a given set of potent ial sit es while minimizing cost s for opening terminals,
cost s for opening RPs, cost s of paying for the fleet , and actual t ransportat ion cost s.
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Figure 6.1: Illust rat ion of a feasible solut ion for a 2E-LRP with mult iple t erminals
6.2 Model formulat ion
In this sect ion, we use the arc-based mixed-integer linear programming (MILP ) formulat ion
described in Chapter 2 in order to extend the t ime-driven 2E-LRP with synchronizat ion
and sequent ial delivery and pickup waves by incorporat ing the vehicle capacit ies, mult iple
t rips for vehicles, and decisions on terminal locat ions.
The new set s and parameters are defined as follows.
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7. l Literature review
In this sect ion , we review relevant research on both economic and logist ics research for the
use and evaluat ion of EV policies in the context of urban freight t ransport .
Tradit ionally, evaluat ion of t ransport policies in urban freight transport involves social
and economic issues (Lagorio et al., 2016). Hosoya et al. (2003), Anderson et al. (2005),
and Quak and De Koster (2006) performed general assessments of policies that affect urban
freight t ransport . Hosoya et al. (2003) studied Tokyo and used a survey to evaluate a number
of freight policies: bans on large t rucks, road pricing, and the const ruct ion of logist ic centers .
Anderson et al. (2005) provided an ex ante assessment of regulat ion measures in UK cit ies,
including t ime windows and charging. Quak and De Koster (2006) addressed regulat ions
based on t ime windows. They reviewed pract ices in Dutch cit ies and assessed possible
changes to cur rent policy.
However , this is st ill an evolving field of research because of the greater sensit ivity
to environment al issues, new policy measures, and int roduct ion of new technologies. In
the case of promot ing the purchase and use of EVs, several types of policies are involved
(e.g., access to low-emission zones, exempt ions from vehicle t axes, and purchase subsidy) .
Taefi et al. (2016) revie wed policy measures directed at emission-free urban road freight
t ransport . They assessed and compared policies against other prospective opt ions by mult i-
crit eria analysis. In the previous economic research , evaluat ion of EV-support ing policies
mainly focused on ex post analysis based on empirical dat a and economet ric approaches,
such as the consumer choice model (Lee et al ., 2016; Greene et al ., 2014), fixed effect model
(Chandra et al ., 2010; Gallagher and Muehlegger, 2011) , and other ordinary least squares
models (Sierzchula et al ., 2014; Diamond, 2009; Jenn et al., 2013; J imenez et al., 2016; Yan
and Eskeland , 2016).
From the perspective of logist ics, the lit erature on urban freight t ransport does not yet
provide an ample discussion of specific policy measures to support EVs in urban freight
t ransport . The main focus is on the use of EV in the context of heterogeneous vehicle
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routing problem . Survey papers on heterogeneous vehicle routing problems are provi ded by
Hoff et al. (2010); Baldacci et al. (2008); Koc et al.(2016). The heterogeneous vehicle routing
problem generally considers a limited or unlimit ed fleet of vehicles with different at t ributes
(e.g., capacity, fixed cost , and driving range) in order to serve a set of customers with given
demand . The object ive is to decide the vehicle fleet composit ion and routes while minimizing
the vehicle rout ing and usage cost s. Juan et al. (2014) extended the het erogeneous vehicle
rout ing problem to consider mult iple driving ranges for vehicles. The mult iple driving range
variant implies that the tot al dist ance traveled by each type of vehicle is limited and is
not necessarily the same for all vehicles. This problem arises in rout ing of EVs (Schneider
et al. , 2014; Goeke and Schneider , 2015) and hybrid elect ric vehicles for which the driving
range is limit ed due to limit ed capacity of bat teries. Sassi et al. (2014) int roduced a new
real-life heterogeneous vehicle rout ing problem where the mixed fleet consist s of ICEVs and
heterogeneous EVs with different bat tery capacit ies (i.e., driving range limit ) and fixed cost s.
Part ial recharging for EVs at available recharging stat ions dur ing t rips is allowed , as well as
intermit tent recharging at the depot . The main challenges with using EVs are their limited
driving range and considerably long charging t ime. The limited driving range will likely
remain the main obst acle to using EVs in the medium term as long as there is no global
infrast ructure for replacing bat teries or direct power induct ion to EVs dur ing their t rip . 3
Although the driving range limit of EVs make them less pract ical for use in real life,
advant ages like free or cheap access to a congest ion zone provide an incent ive to use them
as an alt ernat ive fleet . The zone-dependency aspect of the problem that we discuss in
this chapter , is similar to site dependency in the site-dependent vehicle routing problem
int roduced by Nag et al. (1988). In their problem , different types of vehicles could only
visit their preassigned customers ; t hat is, no vehicle t raveled from one customer to another
customer unless both customers were assigned to the same type of vehicle. The difference
between the site-dependent vehicle routing problem and our problem is that , in the lat t er ,
h t t p :/ / www.isoe.de/ english/ project s/ fut ur efleet. ht m
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the customers are not preassigned to each type of vehicle. There are two types of customers
with regard to their geographic locat ion : inside or outside congest ion/ low-emission zones.
ICEVs are charged a zone fee when they cross the congest ion/ low-emission zone. Hence,
customers of both types can be potent ially visit ed by each type of vehicle.
In cont rast to economic empirical research focusing on nat ional or household dat a , op-
t imizat ion models, used in the logist ic problems, provide a chance to study the economic
impact s of EV policies on freight transport at a company level. T he lit erature has scarcely
addressed a research that explores the relat ionships between l ) policy measures, 2) likely
individual company's act ions in response to the measures, 3) effect s on operat ional (rout ing)
cost s, and 4) changes to the environment al impact and welfare. The present study est ab-
lishes a framework combining an optimizat ion model with economic analysis for evaluat ing
EV-support ing policies and investigating these relat ionships.
7 .2 A framework for policy evaluat ion
To evaluate the impact s of different EV-support ing policy opt ions on the logist ic cost s of
the company and welfare, we propose a framework that combines an opt imization model
with economic analysis, as shown in Figure 7.1. First , we develop scenarios for comparison
based on policies that support the purchase and use of EVs: The purchase subsidy for
EV, limited access (zone fee) to congest ion / low-emission zones with exempt ions for EVs,
and vehicle t axes with exempt ions for EVs. Second, we evaluate policy implement at ions
and adjustments for their effect on a company's decision on vehicle fleet composit ion and
rout ing. Finally, we evaluate the influence of company's opt imal decisions on the t ax revenue
of the government , customer and producer surpluses, and externalit ies such as emissions and
congest ion . Then , we calculate the tot al change in welfare in order to evaluate the impact s
of policies on society.
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7.2.2 Opt imizat ion model
In this sect ion , we describe a company's logist ic problem and provide an opt imizat ion model.
We consider an individual logist ics company that provides delivery service for a single
product within a single-echelon dist ribut ion system. The dist ribut ion system consist s of
two levels. The first level consist s of depots, and the second level consists of customers .
Each customer is visited once. Each customer is given a det erminist ic delivery demand , and
the split t ing of demands is not permit ted . The depots are uncapacit ated . Each vehicle visit s
the customers in a tour start ing and ending at the same depot . Figure 7.2 illustrat es the
two levels. The black circles represent the customers . The t riangles represent the depots.
The mixed fleet of vehicles consist s of EVs and ICEVs. T he two types of vehicles differ
regarding the driving range, cargo capacity, acquisit ion cost , energy cost , and zone fee to
access the limited zone. We assume that both types of vehicles move at a const ant speed
that is the same for both inside and outside the limit ed zone. The EVs are fully charged at
depots. We did  not consider EV recharging dur ing a daily delivery service because the EVs
are being used by a logist ics company for short-distance deliveries in an urban area .
The urban area in the problem is divided into two areas: outside and inside the limit ed
zone. T he area inside the dashed line circle in Figure 7.2 represent s the boundary of the
limited zone. The marginal external cost is higher for driving vehicles inside the limit ed
zone than outside owing to the high-density populat ion , heavy t raffic, and urban landscape.
The aim of the problem is to decide the vehicles routes and fleet size for EVs and ICEVs
while minimizing the vehicle rout ing cost s, purchasing cost s, and ent rance fee to the limited
zone. We t erm the problem as the zone-dependent vehicle rout ing problem with a mixed
fleet .
' We focus on a logist ics company t hat provi des delivery servi ce for product s such as milk or newspapers,
where t he vehicle rout ing plan is t he same everyday.
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CHAPT ER T7. A FRAMEWORK T O EVALUAT E POLICY OPTIONS FOR
ELECT RIC VEHICLES
share in the vehicle fleet of the logist ics company and decreased the dist ances t raveled by
ICEVs, which reduced externalit ies and improved social welfare. In the considered scenarios,
the zone fee was more effect ive at improving social welfare. This is because the zone fee
significant ly reduces the external cost by prevent ing emissions and congestion inside the
limited zone. However , in some cases of the sensit ivity analysis, the zone fee increased
external cost s by forcing ICEVs to travel around the zone to reach customers on the other
side, which may lead to more emissions from fuel combust ion or congest ion . The vehicle
t axes and subsidy had the same influences on the company and society, although they
performed different ly at low t ax/ subsidy rates. Last ly, the sensit ivity analysis showed that
local factors at the company and city levels, such as the vehicle type and transport network,
are also import ant for designing efficient EV-supporting policies for urban logist ics.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
In the first part of t he thesis, we int roduced a new locat ion-rout ing problem, and dis-
cussed both modeling and solut ion approaches. Mot ivated by the actual problem of a
nat ional post al service company, we int roduced and defined a new problem t hat incorpo-
rat es synchronizat ion and delivery and pickup act ivit ies in a two-echelon locat ion-rout ing
problem  (2E-LRP ).  Due to the complexity of t he problem, only very small inst ances could
be solved using exact approaches. We proposed a decomposit ion-based heur ist ic and pro-
vided t he comput at ional result s with this method for four sets of inst ances. These set s
included 112 inst ances: 96  small-  and  medium-size  inst ances and 16  large-size  inst ances.
The decomposit ion-based heur ist ic was able to find the best known solut ions in 26 of t he 112
inst ances, including 11 small- and medium-size inst ances and 15 large-size inst ances. For
t he small- and medium-size inst ances, t he average gaps to t he best -known solut ion (GBKs)
with t he decomposit ion-based heur ist ic and CP LEX were 4.23 and 0.34, respect ively, and
t he comput at ional effort of the decomposit ion-based heur ist ic was almost one-fourth t he
t ime spent by CP LEX. In order to check the effect of the first phase of the decomposit ion-
based heur ist ic on the solut ion quality, we modified the proposed method according t o t he
common approach used in the lit erat ure for choosing facility configur at ions. We compared
t he results of the original and modified met hods, and the former provided bet t er-quality
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solut ions for a given number of it erat ions. It could be worthwhile to t est the first phase of
the proposed method on other solut ion approaches in the LRP lit erature. It is also worth
adapt ing the st ate of the art heur ist ics for 2E-LRP (e.g., theadaptive large neighborhood
search by Cont ardo et al. (2012)) for the new 2E-LRP that we int roduced in this thesis.
In addit ion to the solut ion approach , we proposed three dat a-driven schemes that we used
in combinat ion with mixed-integer linear programming (MI LP ). The aim of the schemes is
to remove routes that are unlikely to be part of high-quality solut ions so that promising
solut ions can be obt ained in considerably less t ime. The comput at ional result s on the four
set s of inst ances revealed that , with the first scheme (i.e., removing long arcs connecting
pairs of far apart nodes) , the solut ion quality eit her st ayed the same or improved . When
all three schemes were used in combinat ion , feasible solut ions were found for some of the
larger inst ances that were unsolvable without schemes or with only the first scheme. In our
numerical experiments, we observed that , with the increase in size of inst ances, the solut ion
quality obtained by the schemes was bet ter than without the schemes. Let 's consider the first
scheme. For large-size inst ances, in the opt imal solut ion , we expect that far away customers
are connected to each other through the customers located between them. Therefore, we
expect a bet ter performance by the first scheme because more long arcs are expected to
be removed from the set of feasible solut ions. However , due to the limit at ions of the exact
solver , we were not able to observe further improvement in solut ion quality by the schemes
for larger-size inst ances. As an opportunity for future research , it could be worthwhile to
test the proposed schemes in combinat ion with other heur ist ics or exact approaches provided
in the LRP lit erature.
We generalized the problem by considering the vehicle capacity, mult iple t rips by vehi-
cles, and decisions on terminal locat ions. In the new 2E-LRP that we int roduced in this
thesis, t raveling t imes were assumed to be det erminist ic, but in reality they depend on dif-
ferent factors such as congest ion and weather. In addit ion , for parcel services, the presence
of customers is often not known from day to day because not all customers receive packages
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every day. In such uncert ain situations, the use of det erminist ic and st at ic methods might
lead to suboptimal solut ions. Future research needs to address the incorporat ion of the
stochast ic presence of customers and t ime-dependency of t ravels in the actual problem of
Posten Norge.
The scope of the second part of the thesis was to illust rate how a simple vehicle rout ing
problem could be used to enhance economic evaluat ion procedures of support ing policies
for elect ric vehicles. We proposed a framework that combines an opt imizat ion model with
economic analysis in order to evaluate the effect s of EV-support ing policies on the logist ic
cost s of a company and the environment al benefits/ social welfare. Based on three EV-
support ing policy opt ions: The purchase subsidy, vehicle t axes with exempt ions for EVs,
and zone fee exempt ions for EVs, we det ermined opt imal decisions of a company regarding
vehicle fleet composit ion and routes, and we evaluated the policies according to externality
and welfare changes. We carri ed out numerical experiments using dat a generated for a small
t ransport network under different policy scenarios. Based on the result s from the numerical
experiments, the purchase subsidy on EVs, zone fee on ICEVs, and vehicle t axes on ICEVs
increased the EV share in the vehicle fleet of company and decreased the dist ances t raveled
by ICEVs, which reduced externalit ies and improved social welfare. Among EV-support ing
policies, the zone fee was more effect ive at improving social welfare because it significant ly
reduces the external cost by prevent ing emissions and congest ion inside the limited zone.
However , in some cases of the sensit ivity analysis, the zone fee increased external costs by
forcing ICEVs to t ravel around the zone. The result s from the sensit ivity analysis showed
that local factors at the company and city levels, such as the vehicle type and t ransport
network, are also import ant for designing efficient EV-support ing policies for urban logist ics.
The proposed framework should be seen as a preliminary at tempt to evaluate individual
company's act ions in response to policies for EVs and effect iveness of the policies through the
combinat ion of an opt imizat ion model and economic analysis, which provide an evaluat ion
of EV policies from a different perspect ive and also lays an import ant basis for further
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